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AN EDUCATOR LOOKS AT
REHABILITATION
GEORGE PROPP
(A paper presented at the Region VI Conference on the Re
habilitation and Education of the Deaf, November 12-13,1969,
Omaha, Nebraska)
Before looking at rehabilitation from the viewpoint of
an educator, it might be advisable to explain that my vision in
this sense isn't exactly twenty/twenty. It is unfortunate, but
the experience and events that give one depth and perspective
also tend to saddle us with certain prejudices and biases. I
can't help but reflect the fact that in the education/rehabili
tation process I have, as a deaf person, been both a producer
and a consumer. Whether this gives the over-all picture a posi
tive or negative coloration is hard to say, but I would like to
state that I am immensely proud of the level of attainment
that the deaf person can achieve in American society. Things
may not be ideal, but they could be much worse.
Preparation of this paper posed a number of difficulties.
For one thing, I've never been able to make a crystal clear
distinction as to where education ends and rehabilitation be
gins. This obviously makes it difficult to maintain the view
point of an educator. Another problem stems from the fact
that in rehabilitation of the deaf the successful client is very
seldom an articulate spokesman. When failure produces more
illumination than success, it becomes rather difficult to "say
MR. PROPP is Associate Director, Midwest Regional Media Center for the Deaf, The
University of Nebraska.
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it like it is." This is compounded again by the fact that the
rehabilitation process must deal with conditions and circum
stances which do not favor successful termination. The third
problem arises from the fact that I am more than ordinarily
familiar with the "people-who-live-in-glass-houses" bromide.
Since the publication of the Babbidge Report the most popu
lar pastime has been that of telling educators of the deaf what
a lousy job they are doing. Frankness, of course, is appre
ciated, but presumably both rehabilitation and education peo
ple will agree that criticism should go a bit further than the
enumeration of faults.
My initial assumption is that if there were no problems,
we would not be here. Problems exist and they are growing.
It would be horrbly naive to think othervdse. Goals for the
deaf of America can, I want to stress, be more readily achiev
ed when all people concerned are pulling together. The major
concern of this meeting then should be to develop some agree
ment on what the problems are, to determine priorities, and
to develop strategies for affecting change.
I realize that it is not my function at this meeting to
pick apart our societal institutions, but the more one analyzes
the rehabilitation process, the more apparent it is that edu
cation and rehabilitation must become partners in the search
for a solution. To achieve this partnership will require some
soul-searching decisions and a radical departure from the tra
ditional ways of doing things. There is, I believe, an aware
ness of this need; otherwise, I repeat, we should not be here.
I believe that most of you will agree that in the past,
when education and rehabilitation looked at each other, each
found the other looking the other way. A similar thing seems
to have happened when the adult deaf took a look.
The National Conference at Las Cruces is historical in
the sense that it was the first confrontation of all possible
viewpoints which avoided the old "you-fish-on-your-side-and-
I'll-fish-on-my-side" perspective. Most of the people who at
tended the Las Cruces Conference came away with the feel-
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ing that positive developments were ipipending. I trust that
to some extent this regional conference will advance and carry
out some of the promise generated at Las Cruces.
I have frequently stated that there have been more chang
es in the education of the deaf during the past few years than
in the previous one hundred. I believe that this is to some
extent true in the field of rehabilitation. While conceding the
progress is commendable, we must remain aware of the fact
that problems have grown in nearly the same population. Any
thing less than a maximum effort of all people concerned will
be inadequate. Of this we can be sure.
Most of the thoughts I have about rehabilitation of the
deaf can be categorized into five major areas. Let me call
them the FIVE ISSUES IN THE EDUCATION AND RE
HABILITATION OF THE DEAF. Before detailing these five
issues I would like to explain that I am making no attempt
to establish parameters of responsibility. The objective is to
identify and isolate problems, not to determine innocence or
guilt. The assumption is that educators, rehabilitation peo
ple, parents, and adult deaf have by working together, the
necessary resources to attain some level of improvement in
the conditions of the deaf. To come back again to the FIVE
ISSUES:
1. The Issue of Communication
How many times have you rehabilitation counselors met
a deaf client who, although relatively competent in the lan
guage of signs, couldn't fill out a simple questionnaire? How
many of you, then, have chalked up another failure for the
combined method' of instruction? Would you believe that in
my own teaching career the criticism to which I most fre
quently had to answer was that the kids didn't understand me.
While RSA has spent millions on teaching sign language,
all of this instruction has been for adults—hearing adults, yet
—and nothing has been done anywhere to improve the level
of communicative skills for children. My wife, who teaches a
RSA sponsored sign language class in Lincoln has been told
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by members of the adult deaf community that they wish they
could sign in straight language like the hearing members of
her manual communication class. Is this an unreasonable
expectation!
Historically, the way the game has been played, rehabili
tation people have, more or less, escaped the methodology
wrangle. I am not trying to imply that you have been un
touched by the oral-manual controversy; however, decision
making in the rehabilitation process has largely been done in
terms of the communication skills that the client possesses.
There has been an awareness that inefficient communication
modalities frequently frustrate the counselor, but efforts to
improve communication skills at the adult level have largely
been a case of the right thing at the wrong time.
The age-old oral-manual controversy has been well chron
icled and recounted, and it is not our purpose to belabor the
issue any further. I believe that almost everybody here is in
accord with the following points: (a) that, as a medium of
educational input, the pure oral method is an insufficient
communication modality; (b) that, as a vehicle for counselor-
client interaction, oral communication is generally inade
quate; (c) that the theme of restoration to normal society is
a myth perpetuated by people who, unwittingly perhaps, wish
to foster invisibility rather than fulfillment; (d) that one
very seldom meets a deaf person who does not appreciate the
oral skills that he or she possesses. To this I would like to
add the following items:
Item 1: Dr. Stephen P. Quigley at the University of
Illinois recently released the report on the RSA sponsored
study he conducted on "The Influence of Fingerspelling on
the Development of Language, Communication, and Educa
tional Achievement of Deaf Children." The five-year project
was a survey and experimental study to determine the merits
of the Rochester Method in instruction. The results, according
to Dr. Quigley:
(1) The use of fingerspelling in combination with
speech as practiced in the Rochester Method can lead to
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improved achievement in deaf students, particularly in
those variables where meaningful language is involved.
(2) When good oral techniques are used in conjunction
with fingerspelling, there need be no detrimental effects
to the acquisition of oral skills.
(3) Fingerspelling is likely to produce greater benefits
when used with younger children than with older chil
dren.
Dr. Quigley stressed that fingerspelling is not a panacea
that will bring about instant closure of the educational gap of
deaf children. However, by combining this communication
tool with curriculum revision and the tools of educational tech
nology, we could go a long way.
Item 2: A gentleman from South Africa during a visit
to one of our most prestigious educational institutions re
marked to one of our professional colleagues that the Rus
sians were far ahead of us. The Russians, as you may know,
practice what they call neo-oralism, which is basically what
we were doing at the Rochester School as early as 1873. I
will pause for a moment so that you can all hear the voice of
Zenas Westervelt from his grave, saying "I told you so!"
Item 3: Leah Henegar, a profoundly deaf girl, vdll en
ter her first year of school with a vocabulary that closely
approximates that of hearing children at the same age level.
The medium through which she acquired this tremendous ad
vantage is Cued Speech. Are we going to regard Leah as an
interesting phenomenon outside the mainstream of education,
or are we going to break our backs to bring this advantage
to all deaf children?
What can rehabilitation do in this area? More definite
suggestions will follow in this paper, but at this stage let us
concur that two professional disciplines may succeed where
one, going it alone, will fail.
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2. The Issue of Relevance
Several years ago there was a National Conference on
the Behavioral Aspects of Deafness. In the roster of partici
pants the deaf were conspicuous by their absence. We should
be able to take for granted deaf representation such as we
have at this meeting, but this is not the case. I recently be
came aware of the fact that some time this month there will
be an international conference on the education of the deaf
in which apparently, no deaf people have been involved in
the conference planning nor will any appear on the conference
program. One must conclude that the woods are still full of
professional people who would rather talk about the deaf than
with them.
In their relations with societal institutions the deaf are
as frustrated as the blacks. The deaf are subject to the same
influences as other minority groups, and a discerning person
can recognize a rising tide of discontent. Among other things,
those who wish to assist the deaf should stop seeking the voice
that represents all of them. One of the features of minority
group activism is the privilege of dissenting within the group.
In education the deaf have had very little representation
at the policy-making level. In rehabilitation the situation is
somewhat better. In recent years there has been a growing
involvement of deaf people in rehabilitation planning. Para
doxically, this deaf involvement is generally more extensive
at the national level than it is at the state and local level.
There are notable exceptions, of course, and I believe you will
find that the most successful agencies are those whose com
munication is consumer oriented, personal, and subjective.
One of the factors promoting institutions that are not at
tuned to the deaf is the fact that the deaf minority group is
very inarticulate. It is possible that even deaf leadership is
not always attuned to the non-vocal mass of deaf society. Re
gardless of the cause, we appear to have rehabilitation and
educational processes that are more beneficial to the people
who provide the services than they are to the people who re
ceive them. It has been remarked that rehabilitation would
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function beautifully if the client were eliminated. Schools,
similarly, would function more successfully if students didn't
persist in dropping wrenches into the administrative machin
ery.
To fully understand the deaf viewpoint on this relevancy
bit, you must read "Deafness and Minority Group Dynamics"
by McCay Vernon and Bernard Makowsky in the July-August,
1969 issue of the Deaf American. We have had it with educa
tors of the deaf who traipse to Europe with their fingers in
the educational winds. The deaf of Europe have been pater-
nalized to death, and their educational and rehabilitational in
stitutions are not our model. In our model the deaf are priv
ileged to seek excellence as a deaf person. Success is measured,
not by achievement test scores or take-home pay but by the
extent to which the deaf individual senses that he has achiev
ed his unique potential.
It may seem ridiculous to speak of relevance when most
of us are unable to define the term. I may not know precisely
what i-elevance means, and it does perhaps mean different
things to different people. However, I do have a very clear
picture of what is not relevance. A teacher of deaf children
who has never associated or interacted with deaf adults—
this is not relevance. A deaf adult with a job he abhors is not
eligible for vocational retraining—^this is not relevance.
Schools for the deaf that are openly selective in their admis
sion policy—this is not relevance. Public schools that deny
qualified deaf teachers the opportunity to teach the deaf—
this is not relevance.
My own generation has perhaps been a bit soft on this
relevancy bit. We've developed excessive tolerance for being
managed by people who couldn't or wouldn't bother to inter
act with us. If my own antenna are functioning properly, the
signals I am getting indicate that this is changing. Last sum
mer I attended a Junior NAD summer camp, and our youth
ful generation seems to be caught up in this involvement
thing. It is affecting all of us. If I don't mention it now, you
will hear it soon enough. In the vernacular of the present day
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activist, the message is: You don't know where it's at unless
you sit down and rap with us.
3. The Issue of Management
The question here is who programs or who manages the
various processes that influence the development of the deaf
individual. The parallel question is HOW are these processes
managed?
Let us take a look at how various influences affect the
growth and development of the deaf person. From birth to
the age of about five the deaf child is largely under the in
fluence of his home and parents. At five the school takes over
and remains the dominant influence until the age of 16
or completion of his secondary school program. Rehabilitation
takes over at this point and remains a force until the student
is gainfully employed. After the deaf person's destiny is self-
directed and variously influenced by such institutions as
church, club, etc. This is diagrammed below:
Exceptions to this general pattern should be noted. More
and more schools are exerting influence at a preschool level
and it is not unusual for a deaf child to be in some sort of
formal educational program as early as three. Also, there is
a marked trend toward rehabilitation and school overlap from
the age of 16 to completion of the secondary and post-
secondary programs. This is the only area of rehab-education
cooperation, and interdisciplinary efforts such as the NTID
are the areas of our greatest success. Parameters of influence
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are clearly established, and there is no involvement of re
habilitation personnel during the early formative years.
There is research evidence that indicates that the learner
acquires 50 percent of his learning potential before he reaches
the age of four. By the time he is eight, he has acquired 80
percent of his potential, and, during the student's maturity,
this becomes less and less. Any effort after the age of 16
will bear remarkably little fruit. The substance of what hap
pens is that at the age of 16 rehabilitation people acquire a
client against whom the score is 60-0 and they are expected
to get him back into the ball game.
In education we are beginning to apply the systems ap
proach that works so well in business and industry. In any
model of a systems design the approach described above has
numerous defects. To concern ourselves only with the man
agement stage, an idealized design would be something in
which parents, schools, rehabilitation, and the deaf themselves
would work together to establish a single program for the
deaf person. Diagrammed, this would look something like
this. Rather than move through a series of conflicting ex
periences, the developing child would move along a coordinat
ed structure. One need not describe the advantages of this.
Feedback: It has been said that one of the most signifi
cant developments in business and industrial planning since
World War II has been the phenomenon of feedback. Briefly
stated, every step of a process provides data that affects the
planning at all preceding, as well as succeeding steps. This
has made possible massive and error-free programs like that
of landing a man on the moon.
Diagnostic and evaluation efforts have long been an im
portant part of the educational and rehabilitation process.
Significant data is obtained in this way, but more often than
not, this information does not affect our planning. Has diag
nostic data accumulated by the rehabilitation counselor affect
ed any change in school programs? If a fifth grade student
gives a bad perfoi'mance on an achievement test, is this in
formation used to modify the learning program through which
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the child has passed? When the school sends rehabilitation a
client who has made no academic progress for three years, is
this information used to bring relevance to the high school
program? If the answers to the three preceding questions are
no-no-no, then we are somehow failing in the management
process.
It goes without saying that the most significant feedback
comes from the end product, which in this case is the deaf
adult. The deaf adult is typically under-educated and under
employed. That should tell us something about our educa
tional and rehabilitation processes. Traditionally, education
has sought assessment data from parents, while rehabilitation
people prefer to tabulate the number of closures. In both
cases the data has proved to be anything but reliable. The
deaf adult has something to say, whether he articulates it or
not, but to date this feedback has largely been ignored.
In many instances, feedback in a human rela,tionship re
quires a channel of communication, but the deaf learner is
not necessarily disadvantaged in this respect. A medical prac
titioner will abort a pregnancy on the basis of feedback he
acquires from reading the genetic code. Research evidence
will provide data that the deaf individual could never verbal
ize. We possess a great deal of relevant data, but the trouble
is that we stow this data away in our files, and instead of
making decisions on the basis of professional discipline we
respond to the politics of human nature.
At the recent regional meeting in Knoxville, Mervin Gar-
retson made the suggestion that teachers of the deaf and re
habilitation counselors set up an exchange program wherein
teachers would serve as rehabilitation counselors for one year
and vice versa. Although the problems of doing this are ob
vious, it would provide some interesting feedback, and I be
lieve that something like this is essential for developing the
level of mutual understanding for providing the ts^pes of ser
vices that the deaf need.
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U. The Issue of Inadeqvxtey and Inequity
If education of the deaf were adequate, we would perhaps
need no rehabilitation. (Or should we opt toward perfecting
rehabilitation to the point where we would need no educa
tion?) The long and short of the matter is that the youthful
deaf adult has neither sufficient knowledge or skills to cope
with the complexities of the world in which we live.
Let's face it! Unless we achieve some sort of a break
through in the matter of providing our deaf students a higher
level of educational attainment, you people will have to
fold up your rehabilitation tents and roll out the welfare mat.
The deaf school leaver with less than an eighth grade level of
achievement will not be able to cope with the rapidly chang
ing world of tomorrow. A large proportion of deaf students
are dropping out of available educational programs; others
fall far short of their potential. We are releasing an" embar
rassingly large number of students who are functionally illi
terate. The world of work no longer has a place for these.
"Vocational training, an area in which we have excelled,
lias not kept pace with the needs of industry. Our vocational
programs are no longer attuned to the technology of our times.
To do so within the existing framework of things is impracti
cal. There has been an awareness of this problem, and rehabi
litation has moved constructively to keep apace; however, the
regional trade schools and the NTID bring no solutions to the
type of students described in the foregoing paragraph.
I would like to point opt that RSA, particularly at the
national level has made intensive efforts to meet the impend
ing crisis. The Rehabilitation Services Act of 1959 makes pro
visions for a much broader range and scope of services. A
model agency can now supply the full spectrum of community
services.
The hang-up at the present time is that model agencies
are so few and far between. This brings up the inequity of
services within the rehabilitation structure. It is particularly
irritating to many of us that the deaf person in Sioux Falls
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does not obtain the same level of services as someone living
in Kansas City. To alleviate this problem it seems to me that
we need to develop a formula for enabling agencies to work
across state lines. This is, I believe, essential to improved serv
ices for states with a low population density. To achieve
this meeting would be something of which we could be very
proud.
5. The Issue of Change
It is a bit frightening perhaps when we remind ourselves
that children entering school this September will be on the
dorsteps of the 21st Century when they complete their school
ing. A five-year-old today will complete his secondary educa
tional program in 1983 and graduate from college in 1988,
give or take a year or two. How are we going to prepare these
kids for life in the new century when our own wildest imagi
nation can not tell us what conditions will exist at that time?
All that we can safely predict at this time is that the
knowledge and skills that served our generation will be inade
quate for the new one. Knowledge is multiplying in mathema
tical progression, bringing corresponding change in business,
industry, society, and what have you. Will we develop deaf
individuals who can cope with these changes or will we de
velop a copout? Will we, ourselves, be able to make adjust
ments to such possibilities as a Model Secondary School for
the Deaf that may be obsolete before the final brick is laid?
This is a problem that faces all educational planners.
Perhaps the whole concept of education must be changed. Per
haps it is even insufficient that the youth of tomorrow be able
to cope or adapt to changes. Current events seem to indicate
that we need people educated toward the goal of directing and
controlling change. At the present time no one can prescribe
the changes that must take place in education, but of one
thing we can be certain: the child who has learned how to
learn will have all sorts of advantages over the one who has
merely acquired knowledge. I would suggest this as our goal
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for the children that we are preparing for Century Twenty-
One.
Of another thing that we can be almost certain is the
fact that the knowledge explosion will make it necessary or at
least desirable that education become a continuous, lifelong
process. With this I am saying that any effort in the area of
adult education can not be wrong.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would like to state that the foregoing
list of issues is not exhaustive. For all I know, we may have
the issue of drug addiction in our minority group. Of a cer
tainty, we also share with our hearing friends the formidable
issue of making ends meet.
Again, I would like to apologize for having perhaps de
parted too extremely from the directives given me for this
presentation. Many of you, I know, would prefer that I make
definite and specific recommendation for action. However, I
believe that we are not prepared to attack specifics until we
achieve some commonlity in general goals.
I am also aware that in looking at rehabilitation I ended
up with a lot of mud in the educational eye. All of us here,
I am sure, are conscientious people who can't help but pos
sess some sense of guilt over things being the way they are.
There are many things of which we can be justifiably proud.
At the same time we have to concede that the educator of the
deaf has given the rehabilitation man a long row to hoe, that
the rehabilitation involvement in the education of deaf child
ren has often been deprecatory rather than constructive, and
that the adult deaf citizen has been the world's most tena
cious practitioner of turning the other cheek. As a final word
I would like to say that parents, rehabilitation people, educa
tors, and the adult deaf cannot choose up sides on the issues
facing the deaf. We all win, or we all lose, together.
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